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Volume  Number 3, page  With it survives and flourishes. In order to ensure that employees were adhering to
the company's integrity approach, Alcoa appointed an ethics and compliance officer who regulated the
company's a global code of conduct and continuously reported top Board on maintenance of not only its
prescription with code but also on its ethics and compliance training for employees, as well as other related
systems. In , Fred Fetterolf, then president, decided the company needed to document the values that all
employees must live by: Integrity; Environment, Health, and Safety; Customer; Accountability; Excellence;
People; and Profitability. They also play a huge role in developing the ethical work climate and organizational
performance seen at Alcoa. Essay Topic: Employment Sorry, but copying text is forbidden on this website!
Studies on business research constantly show that one of the most enduring and significant factors of business
success is integrity since customers trust them and they win friends as well as win more clients due to the
word-of-mouth reputation. Alcoa had an understanding in their code of practice that made sure safety was a
primary concern and focus. Without it, the business is short-lived. It was likely. Business integrity has to be
deep and seep through its various layers. Most individuals already have beliefs or perceptions about what type
of environment they will work in as well as what type of relationship they may form with their company or
employer. In , they changed their name to Alcoa and from its inception they had a very strong value based
culture. As in life, it is perfectly fine to want to strive to become better to have overall quality and satisfaction
out of life and in your business. Business and society: Stakeholders, ethics, public policy 13th ed. Alco
possessed genuine integrity. This shows values of benevolence and principles, because Alcoa had a huge
concern for their workers. Get Essay  Alcoa has a made a commitment to improving the quality of life among
its employees and community as well. It's later CEO Paul O'Neill, empathized workplace health and safety to
be one of the most important principles that all employees should abide by. The overall work climate would be
classified as benevolence and principle. To wit: Alcoa had a very strong values-based culture. Alcoa also
implemented a global ethics and compliance program, and closely complied with the U. Lawrence, A.


